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Investigating the temporal dynamics of natural image
processing using event-related potentials (ERPs) has a
long tradition in object recognition research. In a
classical Go-NoGo task two characteristic effects have
been emphasized: an early task independent category
effect and a later task-dependent target effect. Here, we
set out to use this well-established Go-NoGo paradigm
to study the time course of material categorization.
Material perception has gained more and more interest
over the years as its importance in natural viewing
conditions has been ignored for a long time. In addition
to analyzing standard ERPs, we conducted a single trial
ERP pattern analysis. To validate this procedure, we also
measured ERPs in two object categories (people and
animals). Our linear classification procedure was able to
largely capture the overall pattern of results from the
canonical analysis of the ERPs and even extend it. We
replicate the known target effect (differential Go-NoGo
potential at frontal sites) for the material images.
Furthermore, we observe task-independent differential
activity between the two material categories as early as
140 ms after stimulus onset. Using our linear
classification approach, we show that material
categories can be differentiated consistently based on
the ERP pattern in single trials around 100 ms after
stimulus onset, independent of the target-related status.
This strengthens the idea of early differential visual
processing of material categories independent of the
task, probably due to differences in low-level image
properties and suggests pattern classification of ERP
topographies as a strong instrument for investigating
electrophysiological brain activity.

Introduction

Material perception research has received increasing
interest over the last decade. The recognition of
materials and material properties is important as it
helps us to interact properly with our environment. For
instance when we plan to grasp a slippery object, we
have to visually assess not only the object’s geometry
but also its surface properties. Despite the ecological
importance of material class recognition and of the
assessment of material properties, the influence of
complex natural surfaces on various visual tasks
remained uninvestigated for a long time (Maloney &
Brainard, 2010). Most studies on visual perception
have used simple flat and matte stimuli, ignoring the
complexity of real world surfaces (Brainard & Malo-
ney, 2004; Maloney & Brainard, 2010). Thus, it is
necessary to examine how we process information
about materials and how this information interacts
with other factors that form our visual perception of
the world around us. Recently, the topic has gained
more attention and a number of studies have investi-
gated some of these issues. Examples include color
perception for real objects made out of different
materials (Giesel & Gegenfurtner, 2010); color catego-
rization using real world surfaces and real illuminants
(Olkkonen, Witzel, Hansen, & Gegenfurtner, 2010); the
influence of different light fields on the perception of
different material properties like gloss or roughness
(Fleming, Dror, & Adelson, 2003); interactions be-
tween different surface material properties, for example
gloss and three-dimensional (3-D) texture (Ho, Landy,
& Maloney, 2008); and interactions between material
classification and judgments of material qualities in the
visual and semantic domain (Fleming, Wiebel, &
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Gegenfurtner, 2013). Moreover, a number of studies
have dealt with the question what kind of information
in an image is related to the perception of certain
material qualities, for example gloss (Kim & Anderson,
2010; Motoyoshi, Nishida, Sharan, & Adelson, 2007),
or with building computational material classifiers
(Liu, Sharan, Adelson, & Rosenholtz, 2010).

Within this context, one fundamental question is
whether the time course of material processing within
the visual system is fast enough to determine our
interactions with our dynamical environment. In a
behavioral study (Wiebel, Valsecchi, & Gegenfurtner,
2013), we investigated the speed and accuracy of
material categorization. In agreement with Sharan
(2009), we found material classification to be quite fast:
Presentation durations of 30 ms or less were sufficient
to produce above-chance classification performance.
Here, we aimed at investigating the temporal charac-
teristics of material perception in more detail, by taking
advantage of the high temporal resolution of electro-
physiological recordings. More precisely, we sought to
determine a lower bound estimate of differential
activity for the visual processing of different material
categories. We also tried to find evidence for two
different temporally distinct processing stages: an early
sensory process and a later higher level processing stage
(VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). This imposes an inter-
esting complement to prior work in material percep-
tion, especially to the neuroimaging literature that
cannot provide an exact temporal framework of the
underlying processes involved in material perception.

Electrophysiological recordings have a long-standing
position in the investigation of the time course of
perceptual and cognitive processes. Thorpe, Fize, and
Marlot (1996) used electrophysiological recordings in a
Go-NoGo animal detection task to explore the
temporal processing of complex natural images. They
contrasted the brain activity elicited on correct Go
trials with that of correct NoGo trials to get a measure
of how long it takes the visual system to reliably
discriminate scenes containing an animal from scenes
containing no animal. Activity significantly diverged
approximately 150 ms poststimulus onset, leading the
authors to the conclusion that enough information for
solving the task must have been processed at this point.
We will refer to this differential target related activity
as ‘‘target effect’’ in the following.

Many studies replicated this result under varying
conditions (Fabre-Thorpe, Delorme, Marlot, &
Thorpe, 2001; Rousselet, Fabre-Thorpe, & Thorpe,
2002; Rousselet, Mace, Thorpe, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2007;
VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). However, when inter-
preting differential electroencephalography (EEG) ac-
tivity, it should be considered that there are many
potential sources that might be responsible for the
signal. Thus, in order to investigate the time course of

visual processing in natural images, one should take
into account the role of different low-level image
features which might contribute to the process of object
recognition but not necessarily reflect its completion
(Johnson & Olshausen, 2003).

VanRullen and Thorpe (2001) tried to account for
this fact by using the same stimuli as targets and
nontargets, eliminating the possibility that low-level
image features only diagnostic for a subgroup of
images were responsible for their results. In addition to
that, they extended the previous findings by identifying
two distinct undergoing processes in a similar Go-
NoGo detection experiment using animal and vehicle
pictures as target stimuli. They compared category-
specific activity independent of the task, in addition to
the replication of the known-target effect for both
categories of visual stimuli (animals and vehicles). They
found differential activity between the two categories
emerging about 75 ms after stimulus presentation. The
authors subsequently claimed that this early effect is
related to a perceptual process, while the later one
should index the decision-making process.

In contrast to earlier results, Johnson and Olshausen
(2003) found that the target effect was modulated by
reaction times (RTs) only if they controlled for low-
level features between the images. The authors thus
concluded that this response-dependent mechanism
represents object recognition rather than the response-
independent component reported before. However, it is
still unclear, in the case that low-level features are
controlled, whether the target effect reflects the result of
sensory processing for target detection or whether this
effect represents postsensory mechanisms (Johnson &
Olshausen, 2005). Johnson and Olshausen (2005) dealt
with this question, suggesting that the previously
reported target effect might be related to the post-
sensory P300 component instead of representing
facilitated sensory processing. Comparing the results of
two tasks, one where the target category was either
introduced as a word and the target itself was an image
and another where the presentation modality was
swapped, they showed that the target effect was only
related to the target status of a certain stimulus
independent of its representation as a word or as an
image. In line with this assumption, they also found the
effect to show the same general pattern as the P300 and
to depend upon RTs, consistent with previous obser-
vations (Johnson & Olshausen, 2003).

Taken together, earlier works on the temporal
dynamics of objects in natural scenes have postulated
two event-related potential (ERP) components of
interest: the target effect and the category effect. The
first could be interpreted as a measure of the minimum
amount of time the visual system needs to produce a
signal that reliably differentiates between a response-
relevant image category and a response-irrelevant
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image category. The category effect is the earliest
measured differential activity between two different
image categories independent of their behavioral
relevance.

Those two measures can be used to shed light on the
time course of the perceptual processing of natural
images. In the present study we used a similar Go-
NoGo paradigm to investigate the processing of
material categories (wood and stone), calculating both
the target and category effect so as to temporally
characterize the process that allows human observers to
categorize material surfaces. Besides looking at these
two characteristic effects in average ERPs, we also
applied pattern classification to the ERP topographies
in order to investigate both effects in single trials.

Classifying brain activity on a single-trial basis has
the advantage that, contrary to conventional analysis
techniques, it does not require data to be aggregated
and averaged over trials and possibly observers. Single
trial pattern classifiers also provide a relatively direct
measure for how informative specific brain activity
patterns are for interpreting specific processes (Rieger
et al., 2008). Pattern classification has been applied to
multiple neurophysiological methods. For example,
Rieger et al. (2008) showed that recognition success for
natural scene images could be predicted based on single
trial magnetoencephalographie (MEG) recordings us-
ing a linear support vector machine (SVM). Hiramatsu,
Goda, and Komatsu (2011) showed that nine different
material categories could be decoded from different
brain activity patterns using a linear SVM classifier in a
fMRI study. They presented real-world materials
rendered on a controlled 3-D shape to the subjects who
passively viewed the images in the scanner. Further-
more, they found activation dissimilarities in early
visual areas (V1/V2) and higher visual areas (FG/CoS)
to be significantly correlated with dissimilarities either
based on differences in image statistics or with
perceptual dissimilarities.

However, in ERP research this method has not yet
gained the same popularity. Liu, Agam, Madsen, and
Kreiman (2009) used a linear SVM classifier to predict
object category information from intracranial field
potentials. They showed that five different object
categories could be discriminated on a single trial basis
100 ms after stimulus presentation.

In the present study we combined ERP measure-
ments together with a single-trial linear classification
procedure to study the temporal dynamics of material
classification (wood vs. stone) in a Go-NoGo paradigm
as used by VanRullen and Thorpe (2001).

We also validated our paradigm and data analysis
approach in an object (animal vs. human) task.
Category effects in ERPs have been shown mostly with
object images, and being able to classify object

categories from ERP topographies is a necessary proof
of concept for our linear classification approach.

Given the high temporal resolution of electrophys-
iological recordings, we were able to evidence the
emergence of signals informative about the category of
the materials as early as 100 ms after the onset of the
image. This is an important extension to the previous
work on the neural basis of material property
perception that we summarized above.

Methods

Observers

Twenty-four observers participated in the study. The
data of two observers were excluded from the analysis
due to technical problems during the EEG recordings.
The remaining 22 observers included eight men and 14
women with a mean age of 24.5 years (range: 19–30
years). Twenty-one observers were right-handed, while
one observer was left-handed. All observers had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive to the
task and the images used in the experiment. All
observers provided written informed consent in agree-
ment with the Declaration of Helsinki. Methods and
procedures were approved by the local ethics commit-
tee LEK FB06 at Giessen University (proposal number
2009-0008).

Stimuli

A set of 160 object and 150 material images were
used in the study, representing two categories respec-
tively: people and animals, as well as wood and stone.
Object images were taken from the commercially
available COREL database (Corel, 1996), whereas
material images were photographed by ourselves using
a Nikon D70 camera (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) under
varying indoor and outdoor illumination conditions.
Images were normalized in terms of mean luminance
and contrast (pixel standard deviation of luminance
was normalized within each image category to yield
50% detection thresholds). Material images are avail-
able online under http://www.allpsych.uni-giessen.de/
MID. Material images were consistently validated in a
separate study. That is, images were correctly assigned
to their respective material category by four indepen-
dent observers. Details of the normalization and
validation procedure can be read in (Wiebel et al.,
2013).

In order to characterize the material images in
greater detail, we calculated the spectral power
distribution across spatial frequencies, averaged across
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all orientations. This typically results in a 1/f relation-
ship with slopes of approximately�1 (Field, 1987). We
used a robust regression fit to estimate that slope for
each image. To look at orientation inhomogeneity, we
calculated the circular variance over the average
amplitude spectrum at each orientation.

Experimental setup

Stimuli were presented on a Samsung SyncMaster
2230R7 22-in. monitor (Samsung Group, Seoul, South
Korea) with a refresh rate of 120 Hz. The stimuli had a
spatial resolution of 512 · 768 pixels, corresponding to
a viewing angle of 8.238 · 12.398. The study took place
in a dimly lit room, where subjects were seated
approximately 100 cm in front of the screen.

Procedure

Observers completed a Go-NoGo task consisting of
four blocks. In each block, either one of the material
categories or one of the object categories served as a
target, whereas the other served as a distractor. Target
probability in each block was 50%. In the beginning of
each trial a fixation dot was presented at the center of
the screen for 1 s, followed by the stimulus. To assist
observers to maintain their fixation during stimulus
presentation, the fixation dot was left at the center of
the screen, while presenting the stimulus image at the
same time. Stimuli were presented until observers gave
a response, but lasted no longer than 1 s. Observers
were instructed to respond as fast as possible by
pressing a button on a standard response box in case of
a target and to suppress any response in case of a

nontarget. If a wrong response was given within the
critical period, a short feedback tone was played (see
Figure 1).

EEG recordings and analysis

Thirty-two electrodes from the 10-20 system were
used to record electrical activity from the brain (FP1,
FP2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T7, T8,
P7, P8, Fz, Cz, Pz, FC1, FC2, CP1, CP2, FC5, FC6,
CP5, CP6, TP9, TP10, Hleo, Veo, Hreo). The ground
electrode was placed at the AFz position. Recording
was conducted with the reference electrode on the left
mastoid. Data were average-referenced offline. Re-
cordings were sampled at 1000 Hz and low-pass filtered
at 40 Hz. Artifact rejection was assessed over the
following time interval [–100 ms; þ400 ms] with two
criteria: eye movements recorded from two horizontally
and one vertically placed electrodes around the eyes [–
80 Hz; 80 lV] and accumulated a range activity [–40; 40
lV] on parietal electrodes. A baseline correction was
applied based on the 100 ms before stimulus presenta-
tion.

Results

Material task

Behavioral data

RTs were analyzed for every correct Go trial. The
average of each observer’s median RT in the wood
condition was 426 ms. Median RTs in the stone
condition were on average 25 ms slower compared to

Figure 1. Schematic procedure of one trial.
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the wood condition (Figure 2). This difference was
statistically significant, t(21) ¼ 2.657, p , 0.05.

Electrophysiology

ERPs: From the EEG recordings, differential activity
between the different conditions was assessed by
performing one-sample t tests at every time sample of
the recordings (every ms). We used a criterion similar to
VanRullen and Thorpe (2001) where an effect was
defined as being significant if a number of 20 consecutive
t tests were found to be significant on a p , 0.01 level.

Onset latencies of a significant effect represent the first
time sample of the consecutive t tests.

In a first step the differential activity between Go
and NoGo trials (the target effect) within each category
was investigated at frontal electrodes (FP1, FP2, F3,
F4, F7, F8, Fz). In addition, we analyzed the data
independent of their target related status as in the study
by VanRullen and Thorpe (2001). That is, all trials in
which a wood image was presented and all trials in
which a stone image was presented were compared at
parietal electrodes (P3, P4, P7, P8, Pz).

A frontal target effect was found for both material
categories. We further refined our analysis by means of
a median split on the RTs of Go trials. The peak
differential activity between Go and NoGo trials was
present later in time in the subset of trials with slower
RTs compared to the subset of trials with higher RTs,
an indication that the effect is tightly related to
response generation (see Figure 3). A similar pattern
was evident when comparing the two material catego-
ries. The target effect in case of the wood images
emerged earlier (159 ms) than for the stone images
(226 ms), which is consistent with the observation that
subjects on average responded faster on the wood
category than on the stone category (see Figure 4).

According to the analysis applied by VanRullen and
Thorpe (2001), we averaged the potential in parietal
electrodes in all trials from the wood category and the
stone category, independent of their target-related status,
in order to isolate the category specific signals in ERPs.
Based on this analysis, we found one period of significant
differences between the two material categories starting
from 142 ms after stimulus presentation. The largest

Figure 2. Empirical cumulative density function of the two

material category (wood and stone) RT data. The crossing with

the dashed line indicates the median RT averaged over

observers.

Figure 3. Target effect at frontal sites for fast and slow trials

based on the median split on the RT data.Wood and stone trials

were pooled together. The dashed blue curve represents fast

trials. The dashed red curve represents slow trials. Thick parts of

the curves illustrate periods of significant differential activity

between Go and NoGo trials compared to baseline activity.

Baseline is indicated by the black dashed line.

Figure 4. Target effect for wood and stone images at frontal

electrodes. The green curve represents the stone condition. The

black curve represents the wood condition. Thick parts of the

curves illustrate periods of significant differential activity

between Go and NoGo trials compared to baseline activity.

Baseline is indicated by the black dashed line.
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amplitude difference between the two categories within
this significant time window was 0.63 lV (see Figure 5).
In the following, we want to explore whether these
activity differences can be exploited for classifying the
two material image categories on a single trial basis.

Linear classifier

In addition to the canonical analysis of event-related
potentials, we performed a single-trial leave-one-out
classification analysis on the ERP data using a linear
classifier on all recording sites except Cz. All data were
aggregated over bins of 10 ms. In a leave-one-out
classification procedure, the classifier is trained on all
trials except for the one to be classified. That is,
training and test data are never intermingled, guaran-
teeing that the classification is immune to overfitting
(Rieger et al., 2008). The classification algorithm was
based on the classify function implemented in Matlab
(R2007b). This function performs a linear discriminant
analysis on the data by fitting a multivariate normal
density to each group, with a pooled estimate of
covariance (TheMathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).

To evaluate the performance of the classifier, it is
necessary to establish when the classification accuracy
is significantly above the guessing level. As suggested
by Rieger et al. (2008), we opted for a permutation
procedure. This involved randomly assigning the class
labels to all trials before performing the leave-one-out
classification analysis. This procedure was repeated 200

times. Based on this, 95% confidence intervals for each
observer’s guessing rate were calculated.

First, analogously to the classical investigation of the
target effect, Go versus NoGo trials were classified for
each of the two material categories. Second, the two
material categories were decoded within Go and NoGo
trials respectively. Results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

When the classifier was trained to decode trials
within a category as Go and NoGo trials, classification
accuracy reached above-chance levels as early as 100
ms after stimulus onset for wood images and around
170 ms after stimulus onset for stone images, with
accuracies peaking between 150 ms and 200 ms. The
largest gain in classification accuracy, however, was
reached starting from 300 ms after picture onset. It can
be assumed that potentials at this point in time were
already linked to motor preparation and execution.
Overall the classification pattern reflects the pattern of
target effects in the canonical ERPs. Above-chance
classification and ERP target effects appear with a
comparable latency. Moreover, above-chance Go-
NoGo classification was observed earlier for trials in
the wood category compared to trials in the stone
category. This result is consistent with the RT and ERP
results, suggesting that the activity that was classified
was also related to response production.

In line with the category-specific effects found on
parietal electrodes, we could classify the individual
trials into the single-material categories both in the Go
and NoGo conditions very early in time (110 ms Go
condition, 100 ms NoGo condition). In the canonical

Figure 5. Category averages at parietal electrodes for wood and

stone images. Go and NoGo trials were summed up for each

category. The black curve indicates activity measured in wood

trials. The green curve indicates activity measured in stone

trials. The blue curve shows the average differential activity

between wood and stone trials. Thicker parts of the curve show

significant differences between the activity in the wood

compared to the stone condition. The black dashed line

indicates the baseline.

Figure 6. Results of the Go versus NoGo Classification for each

single category at each time bin (10 ms) after stimulus onset.

The black curve shows the classification results for wood Go

versus NoGo trials, and the green curve shows the classification

results for stone Go versus NoGo trials. The mean upper bound

(averaged across observers and conditions) of the 95%

confidence interval calculated for each observer and each time

bin is indicated by the gray area.
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ERP analysis this effect only became significant later in
time, but started to build up around the same latency as
observed here. The fact that the two material categories
can be decoded within Go and NoGo trials at about the
same point in time assures that this result cannot be due
to motor-related activity in the data, but must be
related to early differential processing of the visual
stimuli (see Figure 7).

As a measure of subject– and image–consistency of
all wood and stone classifications we examined the
variances of the z-transformed accuracies and com-
pared them to a confidence interval based on 1,000
permutations of the image numbers. The reasoning
behind this analysis was that if the same images were
classified correctly and the same images were classified
incorrectly across observers, the mean variance of the
classification across subjects and images of one
category should be higher than if the classification
results would be not consistent. The case of inconsistent
classification of images was simulated by permuting the
image numbers and thus assigning them randomly to
the classification results. We found evidence for
consistency across images and subjects in both cate-
gories in the early phase of above-chance classification
(see Figure 8).

Subsequently, we analyzed the spatial frequency and
orientation content of our material images as potential
low-level source of information that could have driven
the early successful classification of the two image
categories. As mentioned before, the spectral power
distribution across spatial frequencies, averaged across
all orientations was calculated. Slope parameters for
wood compared to the stone images were quite similar
and did not differ significantly, t(148)¼�1.545,
p . 0.05. To look at orientation inhomogeneities, we
calculated the circular variance over the average
amplitude spectrum at each orientation. Here distinct
and significant differences, t(148)¼ 14.779, p , 0.001,
in the orientation content of the two material categories
were found (see Figure 9). For many of the wood
images, there is a concentration of energy at one
particular orientation. Therefore, the circular variance
was smaller for wood images indicating less variance in
the oriented contrast energy. This means that observers

Figure 7. Average proportion correct of classifying wood versus

stone in either Go trials or NoGo trials at each time bin (10 ms)

after stimulus onset. The dashed blue curve illustrates

classification accuracy of wood versus stone trials in the Go

condition. The dashed red curve illustrates classification

accuracy for wood versus stone trials in the NoGo condition.

The mean upper bound of the 95% confidence interval

calculated for each observer and each time bin individually is

indicated by the gray plane and was here averaged across

observers and conditions. The black dashed line indicates the

50% chance level.

Figure 8. Picture and subject consistency of classification of

material trials based on the variances of z-transformed

accuracies over time. The gray area indicates the one-sided 95%

confidence interval. The black curve indicates wood trials. The

green curve indicates stone trials.

Figure 9. Histogram bin counts of circular variance calculated

over the average amplitude spectrum at each orientation for

wood and stone images.
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could have used oriented contrast to differentiate
between wood and stone images.

Intuitively this makes a lot of sense. Wooden
surfaces are very often naturally patterned, typically
involving line-like structures or elements organized in a
systematically oriented way. On the other hand, most
stone surfaces rather have a more isotropic structure
with less systematic variations or texure. Therefore, the
differences in oriented contrast seem like a likely
candidate feature to differentiate between wood and
stone images.

Object task

Behavioral data

As in the material task, average median RTs were
compared between the two object categories: people
and animals. Mean RTs were not significantly different
(People: 412 ms; Animals: 405 ms). Data are shown in
Figure 10. Again we performed a median split based on
the RTs in Go trials for the further refinement of the
analysis.

Electrophysiology

ERPs: In the canonical ERP analysis we replicated the
target effect at frontal electrodes in both object
categories. Splitting the data into fast and slow trials
according to the RTs revealed again that the frontal
target effect is RT-dependent. Both fast and slow object
trials showed a period of differential activity between
Go and NoGo trials starting around 230 ms, but an
earlier period of differential activity starting at 138 ms
after stimulus onset, was only evident for fast trials (see
Figure 11).

Independent of RTs a significant target effect for
people emerged at 229 ms after stimulus onset. For
animals two significant periods were found. The first
one started at 172 ms after stimulus onset and the
second one started 375 ms after stimulus onset. Data
are shown in Figure 12.

In contrast to the material task, we did not find
differential activity between the two object categories
people and animal at parietal electrodes, when both Go
and NoGo trials were taken together (see Figure 13)

Figure 10. Empirical cumulative density function of the two

material category (people and animals) RT data. The crossing

with the dashed line indicates the median RT averaged over

observers.

Figure 11. Target effect at frontal sites for fast and slow trials

based on the median split on the RT data. People and animal

trials were pooled together. The dashed blue curve represents

fast trials. The dashed red curve represents slow trials. Thick

parts of the curves illustrate periods of significant differential

activity between Go and NoGo trials compared to baseline

activity. Baseline is indicated by the black dashed line.

Figure 12. Target effect for people and animal images at frontal

electrodes. The green curve represents the animal condition.

The black curve represents the people condition. Thick parts of

the curves illustrate periods of significant differential activity

between Go and NoGo trials compared to baseline activity.

Baseline is indicated by the black dashed line.
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Linear classifier

The linear classification analysis was conducted in
the same way as for the material task. First, we tried to
classify the target effect within each object category. In
agreement with the canonical ERP analysis, Go trials
could be decoded from NoGo trials slightly earlier for
animal images (180 ms after stimulus onset) than for
images of people (190 ms after stimulus onset).
However, the general pattern of the classification
performance was very similar in both object categories.

In a next step, we classified the two object categories
within Go and NoGo trials. People and animals were
earlier decoded in Go trials around 140 ms after
stimulus onset, while in NoGo trials earliest significant
classification of the two object categories was possible
170 ms after stimulus onset. The analysis of subject–
and image–consistency of the classification showed that
especially in the early phase around 150 ms, classifica-
tion results for the decoding of the object categories are
highly reliable (see Figure 16).

Discussion

VanRullen and Thorpe (2001) established the idea of
finding evidence for two distinct processes of visual
image processing in ERP recordings: an early sensory
component and a later component related to higher-
level evaluation of the sensory input. Within this
framework, we set out to use the well-established Go-
NoGo paradigm for ERP recordings to investigate the

temporal characteristics undergoing the processing of
two different material image categories (wood and
stone). Besides canonical ERP analysis, we used a
pattern analysis approach to classify the material
categories and the target relevance of the stimuli. For
validation, we also conducted the well-established Go-
NoGo task with two object categories (people and
animals). We largely replicated the pattern of results
that emerged in the data from the material classifica-
tion task.

Material task

The target effect

We replicated the well-known target effect for two
material categories: wood and stone images. In line
with Johnson and Olshausen (2003, 2005), the target
effect was related to RTs, meaning that it appeared
earlier in trials with faster responses. This was reflected
in the ERPs by the fact that peak latencies in the target
effect were shifted to longer latencies for slow material
trials compared to fast material trials, which were
determined by means of a median split on the RT data
(see Figure 3).

Johnson and Olshausen (2005) claimed that the
target effect was postsensory in nature and rather
related to a decisional process, thus only providing an
upper temporal bound for the accomplishment of
object recognition. The latency of the target effect
could thus be determined by both the duration of the
visual processing and the duration of the decision
process. However, since we used the same images as
targets and nontargets, we can assume that no
differences in low-level image features have driven this
effect.

This result was also reflected in the linear classifica-
tion analysis of the target effect. The classifier was able
to reliably distinguish Go from NoGo trials in both
categories on a trial-by-trial basis, largely strengthening
the result (see Figure 6).

Category differences

The task-independent analysis of categorical pro-
cessing differences between the two material classes
showed that differential activity between the wood and
the stone category became evident approximately 140
ms after stimulus presentation in the canonical ERP
analysis. In addition, we were able to decode the
pattern of event-related electrophysiological activity
into the two respective material categories on a single
trial basis (see Figure 7). This was shown for Go as well
as for NoGo trials starting from around 100 ms after
stimulus presentation, ruling out the possibility that
this classification result was based on motor-related

Figure 13. Category averages at parietal electrodes for people

and animal images. Go and NoGo trials were summed up for

each category. The black curve indicates activity measured in

people trials. The green curve indicates activity measured in

animal trials. The blue curve shows the average differential

activity between people and animal trials. The black dashed line

indicates the baseline.
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activity. This finding, together with the fact that
classification accuracy reached over chance perfor-
mance at about the same latency for Go as well as
NoGo trials, shows that these activity differences are
related to the early differential processing of the visual
stimuli itself and are response-independent. Interest-
ingly, in the canonical ERP analysis, activity started to
diverge between the wood and the stone category
around 100 ms poststimulus and reached significance
much later, but the classification approach was
powerful enough to capture this differentiation in its
very early stage. These results are also in line with
earlier studies (Liu et al., 2009; Simanova, van Gerven,
Oostenveld, & Hagoort, 2010) showing that different
object categories could be decoded from intracranial
field potentials as well as from event-related EEG. In
addition, we showed that classification performance at
this time point was statistically consistent across images
and observers (see Figure 8). Our images were
normalized in terms of luminance and contrast, but
individual low-level differences between material im-
ages must have had a significant impact on their
sensory processing as evidenced in the ERP topogra-
phy. Computational studies have brought up a number
of features beyond luminance and contrast which are
important for both texture analysis and synthesis—e.g.,
Portilla and Simoncelli (2000)—as well as material
image classification—e.g., Liu et al. (2010). Here
analysis on the spatial frequency and orientation
content of our images as one potential source of
information revealed that wood images had less

variance in oriented contrast compared to the stone
images, meaning that there was a concentration of
energy at one particular orientation for many of these
images. Considering a typical wooden or stone surface
this appears to be a useful source of information. Wood
usually has some kind of line-like pattern with a certain
orientation, while stone most of the time looks more
like an isotropic structure. Therefore, the oriented
contrast seems like a likely candidate feature to
differentiate between wood and stone images. Even
though we cannot exclude other potential factors, this
seems like an appropriate strategy observers might have
used.

In general, the question remains whether the results
reported here can be devolved to other material
categories and other samples of material images.
Behavioral experiments on the speed and accuracy of
material categorization have shown highly consistent
results based on different material categories and image
databases (Sharan, 2009; Wiebel et al., 2013). Here, due
to our study design, testing more than two material
categories at once was not feasible. However, it would
be important in the future to examine whether the
results can be generalized to a broader range of
material stimuli.

Object task

In line with earlier research (Thorpe et al., 1996;
VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001), we replicated a frontal
target effect for our two object categories: people and
animals (see Figure 12). Furthermore, we validated our
single trial linear classification analysis, by showing
that this well-known effect was significantly predicted
from about 200 ms poststimulus onwards in both
object categories (see Figure 14).

On the contrary, no significant category effect on
parietal electrodes was evident in the canonical ERPs.
Despite this, the linear classification analysis was able
to decode both categories in Go as well as in NoGo
trials around 200 ms after image presentation (see
Figure 15). This is later than what has been reported
before (Liu et al., 2009; Simanova et al., 2010;
VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). There might be several
reasons for this.

The early categorical effect must come from differ-
ences within the images that lead to very early
differential processing. We can assume that the strength
of this effect is highly conditioned by the specific images
that are used. Our object categories (animals vs. people)
might have been more similar in their physical structure
compared to the categories (animals vs. vehicles) used
by VanRullen and Thorpe (2001). Moreover, we took
an effort to reduce the physical variability between the
pictures from the different classes by applying

Figure 14. Results of the Go versus NoGo classification for each

single category at each time bin (10 ms) after stimulus onset.

The black curve shows the classification results for people Go

versus NoGo trials, and the green curve shows the classification

results for animals Go versus NoGo trials. The mean upper

bound (averaged across observers and conditions) of the 95%

confidence interval calculated for each observer and each time

bin is indicated by the gray area.
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normalization to contrast and average luminance. In
the classification studies that we mentioned (Liu et al.,
2009; Simanova et al., 2010), different methodologies
and stimuli were used so that a direct comparison of the
results is difficult. For instance, Simanova et al. used
line drawings of objects, certainly a less complex
stimulus compared to the images that were used here.
The questions of what specific image statistics differ
between our object categories and to what extent they
promote the differential psychophysiological signature
that is captured by the classification at the later stage
are beyond the scope of our contribution.

General discussion

We have extended previous reports on material
categorization (Hiramatsu et al., 2011; Sharan, 2009;
Wiebel et al., 2013) by showing that differential visual
processing of material categories in natural images can
be decoded approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset
based on electrophysiological brain activity patterns.

In general, our findings in the material task agree
well with previous behavioral reports showing that
materials can be recognized relatively fast (Sharan,
2009; Wiebel et al., 2013). Using fMRI, Hiramatsu et
al. (2011) found evidence for material category specific

activity in V1 based on a multivoxel pattern analysis.
While fMRI does not allow conclusions about tempo-
ral aspects at a short time scale, localization of
differences in V1 at least agrees with very early
processing differences. These early differences went
along with image statistics differing between categories.
Our results extend these findings by giving a lower-
bound estimate of the point in time where the
differentiation of material categories begins, that is
about 100 ms after image presentation.

In general, many recent neuroimaging studies
considering material perception have shown evidence
for separate processing of shape information and
surface property information in extrastriate areas
(Cant, Arnott, & Goodale, 2009; Cant & Goodale,
2007, 2011; Cavina-Pratesi, Kentridge, Heywood, &
Milner, 2010a, 2010b). Hiramatsu et al. (2011) also
found activation in areas higher up the ventral stream
to reflect perceptual differences between different
materials. Thus, it could be hypothesized that the image
information leading to the early differential signal we
observe here is later on used for more complex
interpretations of the surface properties of the stimuli.

We also replicated a frontal target effect for the
material image categories as well as for two object
categories. In line with Johnson and Olshausen (2003,
2005) the effect was modulated by RTs. Despite the fact
that RTs were on average slower in the material task
compared to the object task, we did not observe a
consequent latency shift in the target effect for material
categories compared to the object target effect. Based
on this fact, we suggest that the frontal target effect
cannot be used as direct predictor for the behavioral
output of a Go-NoGo task. The early differential

Figure 15. Average proportion correct of classifications of

people versus animal in either Go trials or NoGo trials at each

time bin (10 ms) after stimulus onset. The dashed blue curve

illustrates classification accuracy of people versus animal trials

in the Go condition. The dashed red curve illustrates

classification accuracy for people versus animal trials in the

NoGo condition. The mean upper bound of the 95% confidence

interval calculated for each observer and each time bin

individually is indicated by the gray plane and was here

averaged across observers and conditions. The black dashed line

indicates the 50% chance level.

Figure 16. Picture– and subject–consistency of classification of

object trials based on the variances of z-transformed accuracies

over time. The gray area indicates the one-sided 95%

confidence interval. The black curve indicates people trials. The

green curve indicates animal trials.
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processing of the two material categories evidenced by
our linear classification analysis demonstrates, howev-
er, that the initial processing of material categories
seems to start astonishingly early (see Figure 7). We
thus speculate that the manual RT disadvantage for
materials must build up well within the decision process
(see Figures 4 and 12).

Our linear classification procedure was largely able
to capture the overall pattern of results from the
canonical analysis of the ERPs and even extend it. The
fact that the performance of the classifiers for the
individual images was consistent across observers
largely strengthens the results.

To conclude, by means of single trial linear
classification of electrophysiological brain recordings
we determined a lower bound estimate for the
differential processing of natural material images. We
propose that pattern classification of ERP topogra-
phies is a powerful tool to investigate electrophysio-
logical brain activity.

Keywords: material categorization, Go-NoGo, ERP,
linear classifier
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